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Dear Friends,

It’s our pleasure to publish our latest Smokers accessories and humidor catalogue.

Our range is huge as are our stocks and we have only published details of some of our favourites and best sellers!

Our full range can always be seen with descriptions and photos on our website www.cgarsltd.co.uk.

We have been selling cigars since 1817 and as ever guarantee the best value in the UK with rapid next day delivery service.

If you need advice, our team are always available by email and phone 24 hours a day, every day of the year.

Email: sales@cgarsltd.co.uk
or telephone: 07000 088 088 or 0207 372 1865

As the largest specialist cigar merchant in the UK with more retail stores and websites than anyone else, we can assure our customers that we stock the best quality and best value products that have been tried and tested thoroughly before gaining a listing in our range.

We also have a comprehensive range of cigars in our specialist cigar shops across the UK.

- Turmeaus Tobacconist - London Mayfair
- Turmeaus Tobacconist - Liverpool
- Turmeaus Tobacconist – Chester
- Turmeaus Tobacconist – Norfolk
- Turmeaus Tobacconist – Knutsford

Also at: Robert Graham Ltd

Passionate about cigars and passionate about giving the best customer service in the UK.

It will be our pleasure to serve you.

Warmest wishes

Michelle, Laura and Mitchell
C.Gars Ltd – An Orchant Family Business
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A/ Adorini Chianti
Medium Cigar Humidor
Cigar Capacity: 100 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
L:24cm B:24cm H:24cm
(interior per drawer):
L:17cm B:19.9cm H:6.3cm
£147.99

B/ Adorini Milan
Cigar Humidor
Cigar Capacity: 75 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
L:24 W:29cm H:12cm
(interior):
L:18.4cm B:23.3cm H:10.3cm
£199.00

C/ Adorini Pisa Cigar
Humidor
Cigar Capacity: 75 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
L:30cm W:30cm H:35cm
(interior):
Above: T:10.3cm B:8.7cm H:4cm
Middle: T:14.4cm B:14cm H:9.5cm
Below: L:18.9cm B:19cm H:3.5cm
£147.00

D/ Adorini Pyramid
Cigar Humidor
Cigar Capacity: 100 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
L:45cm B:45cm H:45cm
£359.00

E/ Adorini Santiago
Cigar Humidor
Cigar Capacity: 150 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
L:24cm B:37cm H:15cm
(interior):
L:18.2cm B:31cm H:12cm
£269.00

F/ Adorini Aluminium
Deluxe Cigar Humidor
Adorini Premium humidor
with Aluminium look.
Cigar Capacity: 150 cigars
Dimensions (exterior):
37cm x 24cm x 15cm
(interior):
31.6cm x 19.1cm x 13.4cm
£209.99

Free delivery on our humidors to mainland UK.
**G/ Adorini Firenze Cigar Humidor**
Cigar Capacity: 75 cigars
Completely equipped with pre-calibrated high precision hair hygrometer and gold plated Adorini Deluxe humidification system.
Dimensions (exterior): L:29cm B:24cm H:12cm
£169.00

**H/ Adorini Carrara Medium White Cigar Humidor**
Cigar Capacity: 60 cigars
High quality multiple lacquer finish in matt white.
Dimensions (exterior): L:24.5 B:29cm H:12.2cm (interior):
L:19.1cm B:23.7cm H:10.2cm
£179.00

**I/ Adorini Venezia Cigar Humidor**
75 Cigar Capacity
Dimensions (exterior): L:24 W:29cm H:12cm
£189.00

**J/ Adorini Novara Deluxe Cigar Humidor - Medium**
Cigar Capacity: 60 cigars
Dimensions (exterior): L:24.5cm W:29cm
H:12.2cm
Dimensions (interior):
L:19.1cm W:23.7cm
H:10.2cm
£229.00

**K/ Adorini Limited Edition 2017 Year of the Rooster Humidor**
150 Cigar Capacity
All Adorini models carry a lifetime warranty. The humidification systems found in all Adorini humidors are extremely reliable and the high precision hygrometers allow for extra-fine control over storage conditions in your cigar humidor.
Dimensions (H x W x D):
24 cm x 24 cm x 22 cm
£299.00
A/ Portofino Cigar Humidor - Dome Style Glass Top
100 cigar capacity
A classy, black humidor which will hold up to 100 of your cigars. Including a dome shape lid with a tinted glass window and a smooth, matte black finish. The internal locking hinges add that extra bit of security for your sticks. With two dividers included inside, so you have the option to separate your well loved smokes. Dimensions: 13.25 cm x 8.5 cm x 6.25 cm £149.00

B/ Chardonnay Cigar Humidor - Dark Walnut Finish
50 cigar capacity
This stylish humidor has a dark, authentic walnut finish, the perfect addition to any room. Dimensions: 26.67 cm x 20.7 cm x 11.43 cm £59.99

C/ Onyx Cigar Humidor - Black High Gloss Finish
50 cigar capacity
This stylish, black humidor is the perfect addition to any room. Dimensions: 29.2 cm x 24 cm x 12 cm £79.99

D/ Vizcaya Cigar Humidor – Exotic Wood Ebony Finish
30 Cigar Capacity
The cedar lining will help protect your cigars whilst helping keep it at the correct humidity for your sticks. Dimensions: 28 cm x 21.5 cm x 8 cm £54.99

Upgrade to digital hygrometers available on all humidors.
E/ Gentili Giovanni Cigar Humidor — Matt Brown
Humidor for 50 cigars. Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. £189.00

F/ Gentili Lorenzo Cigar Humidor — Carbon Fibre
Humidor for 50 cigars. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality. £359.00

G/ Gentili Cigar Humidor — Graphite
Humidor for 50 cigars. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price. Cherish your hand made Havana cigars...store them in style.
Dimensions: 23.5 cm x 30 cm x 13 cm. £219.00

H/ Gentili Domenico Cigar Humidor — Matt Grey
Humidor for 60 cigars. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price. Cherish your hand made Havana cigars...store them in style. £299.00

I/ Gentili Emilio Cigar Humidor — Matt Brown
Humidor for 70 cigars. Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. £299.00
**A/Gentili Classic Palissandro Humidor**
35 cigars capacity
Made in Italy by Gentili. Handcrafted to perfection from beautiful woods.
Dimensions:
External: 30 cm x 20 cm x 12 cm
Internal: 24.8 cm x 14.8 cm x 7.8 cm
£125.00

**B/Gentili Dante Cigar Humidor**
50 cigars capacity
This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home.
Dimensions:
30.5 cm x 23.5 cm x 12.5 cm
£104.99

**C/Gentili Sebastiano Cigar Humidor**
50 cigars capacity
Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality.
Dimensions:
30.5 cm x 23.5 cm x 12.5 cm
£104.99

**D/Gentili Cigar Humidor – Ebony Glass Top**
75 cigars capacity
Made in Italy by Gentili. Handcrafted to perfection from beautiful woods. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price.
* Includes removable tray
* 2 dividers
* Lockable key
External Dimensions:
34 cm x 27 cm x 14.5 cm
£399.00
E/ Gentili Cigar Humidor
Red Passion Inlay
75 cigars capacity
External Dimensions: 36cm x 26.5cm x 15cm

Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. £549.00

F/ Gentili Fabrizio Cigar Humidor
50 cigars capacity
Dimensions: 30.5cm x 23.5cm x 12.5cm

Comes complete with Humidor Starter Pack which includes:
* Hygrometer
* Humidifier
* Cigar Cutter
* Humidification Solution
* Humidor Set up and Care Instructions
£104.99

G/ Gentili Briar Wood Olmo
Capacity: 150 cigars
External Dimensions: 36 cm x 25 cm x 15.5cm

Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price. £749.00

Free humidor starter pack with all humidors.
A/Gentili Carnival Inlay Finish Cigar Humidor
Capacity: 75 Cigar Capacity
External Dimensions: 36 x 26 x 15.5cm
£619.00

B/Gentili Palissandro Diagonal Pattern Finish Cigar Humidor
Capacity: 50 Cigar Capacity
External Dimensions: 30 x 23 x 13.5cm
£229.00

C/Gentili Chico y Maria Inlay - Cream Finish Cigar Humidor
Capacity: 20 Cigar Capacity
External Dimensions: 31.5 x 21.5 x 12cm
£149.00

Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price. Cherish your hand made Havana cigars...store them in style.

Comes complete with Humidor Starter Pack which includes:
* Analog Credo Hygrometer
* Humidifier
* Cigar Cutter
* Humidification Solution
* Humidor Set up and Care Instructions
Gentili Pelle Brown
D/ Crocodile with Black Ebony side

E/ Black Crocodile with Black Ebony side

F/ Black Ostrich with Carbon Fibre side

G/ White Ostrich with Black Ebony side

Capacity: 50 Cigar
External Dimensions: 35 x 26 x 14.5cm

Made in Italy by Gentili. Hand crafted to perfection from beautiful woods. This humidor is a piece of furniture that will look delightful in either office or home. Do not be fooled by cheap imitations or for that matter more expensive humidors that are not of the same quality. This is a splendid humidor at a remarkably good price. Cherish your hand made Havana cigars...store them in style.

Comes complete with Humidor Starter Pack which includes:
* Hygrometer
* Humidifier
* Cigar Cutter
* Humidification Solution
* Humidor Set up and Care Instructions

£259.00

Free humidor starter pack with all humidors.
A/Dunhill White Spot Humidor – Grey Oak
£449.00

B/Dunhill White Spot Humidor Amboyna Burl
£579.00

50 Cigar Capacity
Dimensions: 28 cm x 22.5 cm x 10.5 cm
The Dunhill White Spot range humidors offer the best selection of luxury cigar humidors. Combined with timeless quality and design and classic Dunhill finishes and markings.

C/Dunhill Cigar Humidor – Ribbon Sycamore & American Walnut
100 Cigar Capacity
These beautiful storage solutions for the cigar enthusiast respond to the demand for elegant and sophisticated humidors.
£1749.00

D/Dunhill Sidecar Travel Humidor
Dimensions: 31 cm x 21.5 cm x 8 cm
This Dunhill Sidecar Travel Humidor maintains the conditions of previously conditioned cigars, this humidor uses a simple evaporative system. This bitter-chocolate grained leather and natural mahogany lined humidor also doubles as a cigar divider and has a 20 cigar capacity with a removable tray and leather pulls.
£435.00
E/Dunhill White Spot Travel Humidor

10 Capacity

External dimensions: 19 x 20 x 4 cm

The Dunhill White Spot range humidors offer the best selection of luxury cigar humidors. Combined with timeless quality and design and classic Dunhill finishes and markings.

Easily keeps cigars stored under ideal humidity.

Supplied with Dunhill’s humidification system.

* Fully Cedar lined Interior
* Two Year Limited Warranty
* Made in France.
Fine black leather cover, with Dunhill “White Spot” logo.
Features magnetic closure.

£199.00

Dunhill Bulldog Travel Humidor

F/Purple
G/Black
H/Brown

10 Capacity

This Dunhill Bulldog Travel Humidor has a capacity of 10 cigars and is the same size and construction as Dunhill’s existing bestselling models ‘White Spot’ and ‘Terracotta’.

Made from selected cow hide in brown and blind embossed with a relief image of Dunhill’s ‘brand ambassador’ Fab Diamond.

£230.00
A/ Venice Wenge Humidor
30 cigars capacity
The wood finish for this particular humidor, dark Wenge, is a tropical timber, very dark in color, with a very distinctive figure, with a strong partridge pattern. Humidor is fully cedar lined, as all of our humidors.
Size 24 x 20 x 10 cm.
£56.99

C/Eaton Glass Top Cigar Humidor
40 cigars capacity
Great value for money humidor, ideal for your home or office.
External Dimensions 26cm x 22cm x 10cm
£69.99

C/Banda Cigar Humidor
75 cigars capacity
High Lacquered Stripped Humidor, With two humidifiers and digital hygrometer, Lockable, Fully cedar lined.
External Dimensions Approx 42 x 23 x 12cm.
£289.99

D/Marone cigar humidor
50 cigars capacity
Complete with digital hygrometer, humidifier, tray divider, fully cedar lined, With built in cedar aerator.
Designed to hold up to 50 cigars.
External dimensions 31 x 22 x 13cm.
£219.99

Engraving service available with all humidors!
E/ Pierre Cardin Lyon
20 cigars capacity
Size: 26 x 22 x 8.5cm
Pierre Cardin Lyon Desk Top Humidor, holds 20 cigars. Spanish cedar lined complete with a built in digital hygrometer, cigar cutter and a lovely matching ashtray. £129.99

F/ Robinson Faux Leather Travel Humidor
Size: 23.5 x 23.5 x 5cm
Faux leather travel humidor with a check pattern. Fully cedar lined with a classic travel £120.99

G/ C.Gars Ltd empty Humidor
Comfortably holds 25 cigars
Height 23cm x 12 cm in diameter
£24.99

H/ High Lacquered Striped Humidor with Accessories
Comfortably holds 15 cigars
Including everything you need to smoke a cigar, this set is perfect for any novice, alternatively making a great gift to really kick start the cigar journey.
£129.99

I/ Ebony or Rosewood Humidor with Starter Pack
20 cigars capacity
Ideal gift for cigar novice with matching accessories.
Approx 20 churchill size or 25 petit corona size cigars capacity humidor.
Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 8 cm.
£79.99
A/ Elie Bleu
Porcelain Cigar Ashtray
This Elie Bleu porcelain ashtray is made in one of the oldest and famous manufacture in Limoges. Dimensions: 20 x 16 x 3.5 cm £229.00

B/ Elie Bleu
Porcelain Cigar Ashtray – Che Pop Art
The very high porcelain quality combine with the high colored design make the ashtray’s line a best seller. Dimensions: 16.2 x 9.2 x 2.6 cm £159.00

C/ Elie Bleu Table Lighter – Che Dyed Red Sycamore
Dimensions: 12 cm x 7 cm x 14 cm Weight: 850 g
Triple flame torch table lighter from the Elie Bleu Che collection. Dyed red, black and natural sycamore. Inox pedestal. £499.00

D/ Elie Bleu
Porcelain Cigar Ashtray - Alba
Dimensions: 20 x 16 x 3.5 cm £259.00
H/ C.Gars Ltd Digital Humidor Set Up Care Kit
A fantastic humidor setup package, perfect to store and maintain your prized cigars in top form and ensuring your humidor is optimized for best results.
Includes one of the following:
- Boveda 84 Solution 100ml
- Caliber IV Rectangular Humidifier
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Cutter 56 ring gauge
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Ring Gauge Guide
Humidor Set up and care instructions
£39.99

I/C.Gars Ltd Bargain Humidor Set Up Care Kit
Includes one of the following:
- Boveda 84 Solution 100ml
- Bargain Hygrometer
- Bargain Humidifier
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Cutter 56 ring gauge
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Ring Gauge Guide
Humidor Set up and care instructions
£26.99

J/C.Gars Ltd XIKAR Humidor Set Up Care Kit
A fantastic humidor setup package, perfect to store and maintain your prized cigars in top form and ensuring your humidor is optimized for best results.
Includes one of the following:
- Boveda 84 Solution 100ml
- Xikar Humidifier – 50 cigars capacity
- Xikar Digital Round Hygrometer
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Cutter 56 ring gauge
- C.Gars Ltd Cigar Ring Gauge Guide
Humidor Set up and care instructions
£55.99
A/GBD Bombaso
Cigar Case
Tan & Black
Leather cigar case that fits two large ring gauge cigars, up to 64 ring gauge and up to 5 1/2" length.
£11.99

B/Adorini Leather
Black, Brown Cigar Case
3/5 Cigar Capacity
£42.99
2/3 Cigar Capacity
£34.99

C/Xikar Leather
Cigar Case
Single Cigar
£31.99
3 Cigars
£52.99

D/C.Gars Two Tone
Cigar Case
Corto - Single Cigar Case
£18.99
Grande – Single Cigar Case
£19.99
Three Cigar Case
£19.99

E/Xikar Travel
Waterproof Case
Black, Yellow, Blue
5 Cigar Capacity
This humidor offers premium cigar protection, it’s airtight, watertight and crush proof.
£33.99

F/Xikar Travel
Waterproof Case
Black, Red
10 Cigar Capacity
Included is 1 mini humidifier.
£39.99
Jemar Leather Cigar Case

Brown, Black, Blue, Orange, Red, Tan, Cream

Only top grade quality leather naturally tanned and free of chemicals is used to manufacture our light and smooth Jemar high quality cigar cases.

Protect your smokes whilst on the go with a hard case for your cigars!

Ideal as a gift for the cigar smoker in your life who likes to travel or is partial to a round of golf.

Piramides Cigar Case - Single Black
£32.99

Churchill Size (up to 70 RG) – Three Cigars
Dimensions: 20cm x 11cm x 3cm
£86.99

Large Gauge - Three Cigars
Dimensions:
Length when closed 14cm / 5” (extends to 19cm / 7 1/2”).
Width 9cm (3 1/2”).
£51.99
C.GARS Ltd
DUNHILL CASES

Made from selected cow hide in black and blind embossed with a relief image of Dunhill’s ‘brand ambassador’ Fab Diamond. Also featuring the famous White Spot dot on the front and White Spot logo on the back.

A/Dunhill Bulldog Cigar Case Corona Extra
Black, Brown, Purple
This cigar case will fit 2 Corona Extra size cigars with a ring gauge of up to 56.
£95.00

B/Dunhill Bulldog Cigar Case Robusto
Black, Brown, Purple
This cigar case will fit 2 Robusto size cigars with up to a ring gauge of 56.
£85.00

C/Dunhill Bulldog Cigar Case Corona Extra
Black, Brown, Purple
This cigar case will fit 3 Corona Extra size cigars with a ring gauge of up to 56.
£105.00

D/Dunhill Bulldog Cigar Case Robusto
Black, Brown, Purple
This cigar case will fit 3 Robusto cigars with a ring gauge of up to 56.
£95.00
A/ Xikar Digital Hygrometer - Round
Dimensions: 1.85” W x 0.5” D
£27.99

B/Xikar Digital Hygrometer
Dimensions: 2” H x 3.25” W x 0.375” D
£33.99

C/ XIKAR Puro Temp Wireless Digital Hygrometer
Temp. Range: –13 to 140 °F or –25 to 60 °C
£79.99

D/Xikar PuroTemp Digital Hygrometer – Silver
£37.99

E/ Caliber IV - Digital Hygrometer Thermometer
Super slim profile with secure magnetic mount.
Size 10cm x 3cm x 1cm
£24.99

F/ Caliber 4R Digital Round Thermo-Hygrometer
Front Diameter 55mm
£24.99

G/ Credo Digital Thermo-Hygrometer
Size: 56 x 53 x 17 mm
£50.99

H/ Credo Analogue Hygrometer
Chrome or Brass Mechanical/analogue hygrometer.
£22.99

I/ Analogue Hygrometer
Front Diameter: 3” (7.5cm)
Back Diameter: 2 1/4” (5.5cm)
£7.99
A/CIGAR OASIS ULTRA 2.0
The Next Generation Cigar Oasis ULTRA 2.0 is a sleek, smart humidifier that mounts under the humidor lid. Take it out of the box, and in under 5 minutes your humidor will be on its way to a perfect environment for your favorite cigars. The digital controls and humidity readout will keep your cigars just how you like them.

The Cigar Oasis ULTRA 2.0 ... “Set it and Forget it!”

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis ULTRA 2.0 is both the most attractive and efficient humidifier for the desktop humidor.

Dimensions: Length: 7” Width: 2.5” Height: 1”
Designed for up to 100 cigar capacity desktop humidors (up to 1.5 cubic ft.)
- Slim, Lid Mounted – Takes up minimal space
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Internal rechargeable battery

£119.00

B/CIGAR OASIS EXCEL
Treat your cigars right! The Next Generation Cigar Oasis EXCEL is perfect for any cigar enthusiast. Take it out of the box, and in a few minutes you are ready to go with digital controls and humidity readout to keep your cigars perfect.

The Cigar Oasis EXCEL is ideal for humidors up to 4 cubic feet (approximately 300 cigars). The digital display allows you to set the humidity reading to your own desired level. It is factory set at 70%, but some prefer their cigars a little more dry and others more moist. Set it so your cigars give you the perfect draw.

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis EXCEL is the original Cigar Oasis model and remains the only sealed humidifier on the market.

Dimensions: Length: 6” Width: 2” Height: 3.5”
Designed for up to 300 cigar capacity humidors (up to 4 cubic feet)
- Sealed design – Extra long lasting cartridge
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Rechargeable battery attachment (sold separately)

£119.00

C/CIGAR OASIS PLUS
The Next Generation Cigar Oasis PLUS automatically controls and maintains the humidity in your humidor. Set your Cigar Oasis at 70%, and as soon as the humidity drops below that point, the Oasis will turn on to raise the humidity in the humidor.

The PLUS is ideal for mid-size cabinets between 4 and 10 cubic feet. While this unit is the same size as the EXCEL, the PLUS gives out 5 times more rapid humidification for a larger humidor and has a different air-flow pattern to achieve incredibly reliable humidification.

The digital readout gives you an accurate humidity reading in your humidor at all times.

Use the Next Generation Cigar Oasis PLUS for your smokes and get a nice, even draw every time.

Dimensions: Length: 6” Width: 2” Height: 3.5”
Designed for up to 1000 cigar capacity end table humidors (up to 10 cubic ft.)
- Powerful fan rapidly circulates humidity throughout the entire humidor –
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Rechargeable battery attachment (sold separately)

£129.00

D/CIGAR OASIS MAGNA
The only choice for cigar connoisseurs! The Next Generation Cigar Oasis MAGNA is perfect for large cigar collections. The MAGNA uses the same digital controls as the smaller units, but has the capacity to handle large cabinets, armoires and display cases between 10 and 60 cubic feet.

The Cigar Oasis MAGNA has 3 fans that will turn on when the humidity drops below the set point (factory pre-set at 70%).

It also includes a remote control which attaches to the main control top via a 6 foot cord so it can be mounted where it is easily visible.

It has a large base which uses water beads filled with only distilled water and can be refilled many times.

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis MAGNA is recognized by both cigar retailers and cigar enthusiasts alike as the most reliable humidifier for large cabinet humidors.

- Completely Sealed system only activates on sensors demand
- Remote control & sensor with display and set point buttons
- Transparent base to observe water level
- Includes Auxiliary fan kit to further distribute humidity by Ability to link up to 6 units – Perfect for attached wall units and small walk-in humidors

£219.00
The Next Generation Cigar Oasis ULTRA 2.0 is a sleek, smart humidifier that mounts under the humidor lid. Take it out of the box, and in under 5 minutes your humidor will be on its way to a perfect environment for your favorite cigars. The digital controls and humidity readout will keep your cigars just how you like them.

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis Ultra 2.0 is both the most attractive and efficient humidifier for the desktop humidor.

Dimensions: Length: 7” Width: 2.5” Height: 1”

Designed for up to 100 cigar capacity desktop humidors (up to 1.5 cubic ft.)

The Cigar Oasis Ultra 2.0 features:
- Slim, Lid Mounted – Takes up minimal space
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Internal rechargeable battery

£119.00

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis EXCEL is perfect for any cigar enthusiast. Take it out of the box, and in a few minutes you are ready to go with digital controls and humidity readout to keep your cigars perfect. The Cigar Oasis EXCEL is ideal for humidors up to 4 cubic feet (approximately 300 cigars). The digital display allows you to set the humidity reading to your own desired level. It is factory set at 70%, but some prefer their cigars a little more dry and others more moist. Set it so your cigars give you the perfect draw.

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis EXCEL is the original Cigar Oasis model and remains the only sealed humidifier on the market.

Dimensions: Length: 6” Width: 2” Height: 3.5”

Designed for up to 300 cigar capacity humidors (up to 4 cubic feet)

The Cigar Oasis Excel features:
- Sealed design – Extra long lasting cartridge
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Rechargeable battery attachment (sold separately)

£119.00

The Next Generation Cigar Oasis PLUS automatically controls and maintains the humidity in your humidor. Set your Cigar Oasis at 70%, and as soon as the humidity drops below that point, the Oasis will turn on to raise the humidity in the humidor. The PLUS is ideal for mid-size cabinets between 4 and 10 cubic feet. While this unit is the same size as the EXCEL, the PLUS gives out 5 times more rapid humidification for a larger humidor and has a different air-flow pattern to achieve incredibly reliable humidification. The digital readout gives you an accurate humidity reading in your humidor at all times. Use the Next Generation Cigar Oasis PLUS for your smokes and get a nice, even draw every time.

Dimensions: Length: 6” Width: 2” Height: 3.5”

Designed for up to 1000 cigar capacity end table humidors (up to 10 cubic ft.)

The Cigar Oasis Plus is the most powerful active humidifier in its size –
- Powerful fan rapidly circulates humidity throughout the entire humidor –
- Powers via paper thin ribbon cable
- Rechargeable battery attachment (sold separately)

£129.00

The Only choice for cigar connoisseurs! The Next Generation Cigar Oasis MAGNA is perfect for large cigar collections. The MAGNA uses the same digital controls as the smaller units, but has the capacity to handle large cabinets, armoires and display cases between 10 and 60 cubic feet. The Cigar Oasis MAGNA has 3 fans that will turn on when the humidity drops below the set point (factory pre-set at 70%). It also includes a remote control which attaches to the main control top via a 6 foot cord so it can be mounted where it is easily visible. It has a large base which uses water beads filled with only distilled water and can be refilled many times. The Next Generation Cigar Oasis MAGNA is recognized by both cigar retailers and cigar enthusiasts alike as the most reliable humidifier for large cabinet humidors.

- Completely Sealed system only activates on sensors demand
- Remote control & sensor with display and set point buttons
- Transparent base to observe water level
- Includes Auxiliary fan kit to further distribute humidity by
- Ability to link up to 6 units –
- Perfect for attached wall units and small walk-in humidors

£219.00
A/ Xikar Crystal Humidifier
50 cigars capacity
Slow, steady release of constant humidity of 70%
£17.99

B/ Xikar Crystal Humidifier
100 cigars capacity
Slow, steady release of constant humidity of 70%
£21.99

C/ Xikar Crystal Humidifier
250 cigars capacity
Slow, steady release of constant humidity of 70%
£28.99

D/ Classic Humidifier
Up to 50 cigars capacity
£11.99

E/ Cigar Spa - Electronic Humidifier
Up to 300 Cigar Capacity
£259.99

F/ Xikar Crystal Clear Jar Humidifier - 2oz/4oz
Xikar Crystal Clear Humidifier - Pre-filled and ready for use. Simply remove the cap and place inside your humidor. 2oz regulates humidity for up to 100 cigars safe, effective and very easy to use.
£12.99/14.99

G/ Xikar PG Humidification Solution
XIKAR Solution is pre-mixed and ready for use. Use every time solution. Hydroscopic, so humidity is ALWAYS 70%
Anti-Fungal agent 8oz, 16oz

H/ Humidification Solution
100ml, 200ml, 500ml
£3.99, £5.99, £8.99
I/Adorini Humidifier
- Approx. 100 Cigar Capacity
Silver Finish, Gold Finish
- Adorini brand product
- Individually adjustable size of ventilation openings
- Gold-plated front of aluminum
- Humidification by Acryl polymers (higher stability & faster adjustment for variations in humidity).
Dimensions: L: 15.8 cm B: 7.4 cm H: 2.1 cm.
£34.99

J/Credo Humidifier Rondo
Chrome, Gold
Up to 40 Cigar Capacity
Size 5.5cm x 2.5cm
£36.99

K/Credo Tube Humidifier
Up to 15 cigars
£22.99

L/ Bargain Travel Humidifier
Up to 15 cigars capacity
£4.99

M/Credo Humidifier Titan
Up to 300 cigar capacity
£121.99

N/Credo Humidifier Epsilon
Chrome, Gold
Up to 80 cigars
£80.99

O/Credo Humidifier Onyx
Up to 100 cigar capacity
£80.99
A/Csonka Original Smoker Cloaker Air Purifier
Excellent device for eliminating all smoke odors. This is the original Smoker Cloaker, far superior to all basic ionizers that only promise to clean air with ‘negative ions’, safely produces ozone (with the same fresh, clean smell you notice after an electrical storm) to completely cleanse the air.
£189.00

B/Csonka Super Smoker Cloaker Air Purifier
The new Csonka Super Cloaker is not much bigger than its brother, but has a far greater capacity (perfect for 2,000 to 5,000 sq ft facilities)
£239.00

C/Csonka Pro Model Smoker Cloaker Air Purifier
Csonka Pro Model Smoker Cloaker - air care purifier featuring variable output ozone 7” x 5” x 2” – compact, virtually silent and perfect for 200-5000+ square feet locations.
£299.00

D/Csonka Traveller with accessories
Undoubtedly, it's the gold standard and everyone’s choice for transporting a perfect selection of 4 to 5 premium cigars, along with all of the important accessories. Created for the cigar enthusiast, who can travel it conveniently in many locations due to its compact size of only 1.7” x 4” x 8”, it's the perfect golf bag humidor, automotive case, brief case companion and more.
£55.99
Available in Black or Tan finish

E/ Csonka Pocket Humidor
The Csonka Pocket Cigar Case is known to be the most classy way to travel 2 to 3 premium cigars. With all of the important accessories built right inside, it’s the perfect choice for carrying a few great cigars. The Pocket Cigar Case, as well, is the gold standard based on its design and small size roughly 1.7” x 2” x 8”. For an evening of fine dining, for keeping in compact sport cases or your attaché’s partner, it’s perfect in every way.
£39.99

F/ Csonka Survivor
Csonka Survivor - incredibly low priced, high quality cigar case. Holds up to 4 Churchill sized cigars.
£29.99

G/ Csonka Transporter
A classy way to travel for 2 to 3 premium cigars. With all of the important accessories built right inside it’s the perfect choice for carrying a few great cigars.
£24.99
A. Xikar Xi Multi Tool Cigar Scissors Chrome
Cigar scissors can cut up to a 54 ring-gauge cigar.
£45.99

B. Cigar Scissors
Rubber Grip - With Pouch
£10.99

C. Katana Samurai Cigar Scissors
Japanese hair scissors are known to be the best in the world with their sharpness and durability.
£369.00

D. Cigar Scissors Medium Size
With Pouch
£11.99

E. Large Classic Cigar Scissors
£15.99

F. Slim Round Cigar Cutter
Checkered Pattern
£4.99

G. Slim Round Cigar Cutter
Satin Chrome Finish
£4.99

H. Budget Cigar Punch Cutter with Key Ring Gold
£3.99

I. GBD Cigar Cutter 52 Ring Gauge
£8.99

J. Budget Cigar Punch Cutter with Key Ring Chrome
£3.99

K. Bullet Shape Chrome punch cutter with key ring.
£10.99
M/Bargain Cigar Cutter – V-Cut Combo
Black
Light plastic, black finish guillotine classic and V cut combination cutter.
£3.99

N/Credit Card Style Cigar Cutter
Gunmetal, Satin Chrome ultra slim cigar cutter. Cuts up to 52 ring gauge. Size 8.5cm x 4cm x 0.3cm
£18.99

O/Angelo 66 Ring Gauge Cigar Cutter
Chrome finish, guillotine cigar cutter with large ring gauge. Cuts up to 66 ring gauge cigars. Ideal for Oliva or Nub Cigars. Size 10cm x 4.2cm.
£23.99

P/Credit Card Style Cigar Cutter
Satin Chrome
Cuts up to 52 ring gauge. 
Cutter size: 8.5cm x 4cm x 0.3cm
£18.99

Q/GBD Ultra Slim Cigar Cutter
Matt Silver, Matt Black, Satin Chrome
Dimensions: 4cm x 4.5cm x 0.4cm
£10.99

R/Bean Shape Silver Plated Cutter
Cuts up to 50 ring gauge. Size 5cm x 4cm
£14.99

S/The Colos Cigar Cutter – 80 Ring Gauge
Dimensions: 9.5cm x 5cm (3 3/4" x 2")
£5.99
A/Credo - Two Blade Cutter
A perfect cut for this inexpensive 2 blades cutter. Its particular design incorporate the cutting quality of a 2 blades cutter and the precision of the scissors. ABS plastic and stainless steel. Available in four colours: black, blue, red and green. £7.99

B/Credo Cutter XXL – 70 ring gauge
Black, Grey
With its giant diameter of 70 RG (28 mm), even the biggest cigar in the world will fit this cutter. £9.99

C/Credo Special T
Torpedo Combo Cigar Cutter
Torpedo Cutter Part cuts up to 34 ring gauge.
Large Cutter Part cuts up to 58 ring gauge.
Black, Brown, Purple £11.99

D/Credo “3 in 1” Punch Cutter - Oval
Available in Blue, Chrome, Black and Gold finish.
Three sizes of punch cutter in one easy portable tool.
The cigar punch diameters are 6 mm, 10 mm and 14 mm. And are suitable for cutting cigars up to 34 ring gauge, 48 ring gauge and 60 ring gauge, respectively. £55.99
E/PALIO CUTTER – NEW GENERATION
Up To 60 Ring Gauge
£39.99

PIERRE CARDIN CIGAR CUTTER AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FINISHES

F/Gunstain

G/Black Lacquer

Luxury black lacquer and brushed steel cigar cutter. Double blade. Gift boxed and packed in a velvetine pouch. Push down button pops cutters to open sideways. Suitable for up to 50/52 ring gauge cigars.
£31.99

H/C.GARS LTD EASY CUT CIGAR CUTTER

Collage Art

Twin blade cutter, with one side “closed” to stop cigar cut too far and to keep cut off inside for later disposal. Ideal for cigar newbies.
9cm x 4cm
£8.99
A/Xikar Cigar Cutter - Twin Colour
Red and Blue, Gold and Red, Navy and Red, Gold and Green, Red and Black, Red and Silver, Navy and Silver, Orange and Black, Green and Silver, Gold and Black

XIKAR cigar cutters are bold, masculine and beautifully engineered. £69.99

B/Xikar Cigar Cutter - Body Art
Wawe, Labyrinth, Web, Tribal, Smoke
£68.99

C/Xikar Xi3 Cigar Cutter
Beachwood - £84.99
Carbon Fibre - £98.00
Redwood - £79.99
Macassar Ebony - £79.99

D/Xikar Xi1 Cigar Cutter
Red, Black, Blue, Silver, Titanium, Gold
£59.99

E/Xikar Xi2 Cigar Cutter
Black Fibre, Bloodstone Red, Granite Silver, Green, Blue
Xi cutters are the same ring gauge: they will cut a 54 ring gauge cigar in half. £39.99

F/Xikar XO Double Guillotine Cigar Cutter
Red, Orange, Blue, Black, Gunmetal, Bronze
Xikar is dedicated to providing value to consumers through unique, artful cutlery at a fair price. £96.99
G/Xikar Cigar Cutter - X875
Up to 80 ring gauge
Xikar’s classic double guillotine cutter is now bigger than EVER!
£36.99

H/Xikar Pull Out Punch Cutter
Introducing a cigar punch perfect for any occasion.
Simply pull the body of the punch in two and a razor sharp 9mm punch is exposed.
£35.99

I/C.Gars Ltd Xikar X4 Guillotine Cutter with Pouch
Double blade guillotine cigar cutter made exclusively for C.Gars Ltd by one of the best cigar cutter manufacturers in the world, Xikar.
£39.99

J/Colibri V-Cut Cigar Cutter
Red, Blue, Chrome, Brushed Gold, Rose Gold
This Colibri Cigar Cutter cuts up to 60 ring gauge and had a 7mm deep V cut
£29.99

K/Colibri Monza Cigar Cutter
62 Ring Gauge
- Stainless Steel Blades
- Rubberised for grip.
£39.99

L/Colibri Monza Cigar Cutter - Rubberised Black
62 Ring Gauge
Double guillotine cigar cutter with 440 stainless steel blades - spring loaded release, ergonomic handles for a sure grip and a durable rubberised finish.
£39.00
A/ST Dupont Slim 7
Flat Flame Torch Lighter
In keeping with its tradition of excellence and innovation, S.T.Dupont have created the world’s slimmest luxury lighter; the Slim 7.
Dimensions: 6.7 cm x 3.6cm x 0.7cm
£115.99

B/ST Dupont Ligne 8
Lighter – Available in Chrome Black finish, Chrome Red finish, White finish, Chrome Pearl finish.
Inspired by the unique style and design of S.T.Dupont lighters, the Ligne 8 is a daily-use lighter that has been assembled, lacquered and polished by hand and tested at all levels of production in accordance with S.T.Dupont’s traditional expertise.
£225.00

C/ST Dupont Maxi Jet
Available in: Matte Black, Black as Night Glossy, Chrome Grey, Midnight Blue
Dimensions: 6.5cm x 3.7cm x 1.3cm
£145.00

D/ST Dupont Mini Jet
The modern and convenient ST Dupont lighter for daily usage.
Dimensions: 3.1cm x 5.4cm x 1.1cm
£105.00
C. Gars Ltd

**H / Xikar Xidris Single Jet Flame Lighter**
Modern engineering and design meet luxury finish and performance in the all new single flame Xidris.
£64.99

**I / Xikar Executive Jet Lighter**
Black, Silver, Blue, Red
£36.99

**J / Xikar ELX Twin Jet Lighter with Punch Cutter**
Black, Silver
Introducing the ELX Lighter, a redesigned version of our most popular lighter. A “XIKAR - SHARP” 9 mm cigar punch that’s conveniently hidden in the base.
£64.99

**K / Xikar Cirro Jet Lighter**
Vintage Bronze, Gunmetal, Silver
This high altitude lighter works at up to 12,000 feet above sea level and features a windproof flame.
£41.99

**L / Xikar Pipeline Pipe Lighter**
Blue, Black, Silver
Combining luxurious styling with dependable function, the Pipeline lighter is now THE essential lighter for all pipe enthusiasts.
£54.99

**M / Xikar Linea Single Flame Lighter**
Yellow, Blue, Red, Black
£29.99

**O / Xikar Allume Single Jet Lighter**
The all new Allume is a sleek, sexy and stylish single flame lighter.
£53.99
A/ Lamborghini Forza Carbon Fiber
Yellow, Chrome, Red, Green, Black
Set with stunning carbon fiber, this easy to operate torch flame lighter is positively breathtaking. A wonderful style with the Lamborghini logo proudly displayed on the front, now everyone will see your love for Lamborghini every time you use this phenomenal torch flame lighter.
£120.00

B/ Lamborghini Toro
Black, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow
Elegantly designed with black lacquer and featuring the shape of the signature Lamborghini bull, this beautiful torch flame lighter comes with impeccable construction and only the very best in quality.
£112.00

C/ Lamborghini Mugello Triple Torch Table Lighter
Black, Red, Yellow, Green, Orange
Lighter Size: 3” x 2.2” x 2”
The “Mugello” table lighter has a beautiful lacquer body that complements the polished chrome found on its top portion.
£155.00

D/ Lamborghini Estremo
Orange, Green, Yellow, Black, Red
Easy to hold, use, and show off to your friends, the Estremo torch flame lighter provides the very best in quality and style and makes a bold statement to all those around.
£99.00
E/XIKAR VOLTA TABLETOP QUAD BURNER JET LIGHTER
Black, Silver, Gunmetal
The Volta bundles XIKAR’s patented technologies to deliver a high performance quad flame tabletop lighter.
£144.99

F/KINGSTON TABLE TORCH JET LIGHTER
Jet flame table torch lighter.
£7.99

G/VECTOR MEGA PUMP TABLE TORCH LIGHTER
Dimensions: Width 3.25” x Length 5” x Height 5.25”
£124.99

H/SM JET TABLE LIGHTER WITH CIGAR PUNCH
This jet lighter is ideal to use when you are on the go, the jet flames are windproof and are guaranteed to light your cigar with precision and accuracy.
£14.99

I/VECTOR THUNDRA TRIPLE TORCH TABLE LIGHTER
Wind resistant. Triple Flame desktop lighter. Large Fuel capacity.
Dimensions: H: 3.5”, W: 2.25”, D: 1”
5 year manufacturer guarantee.
£55.99

J/Winjet Quatro – Torch Table Lighter – Black
Compact table lighter with matt black, crackle finish.
Dimensions: 6 cm x 6 cm x 7.5cm
£29.99
A/ Zippo Lighter

The Zippo Pipe Lighters are made to the same high quality standards of the Zippo Windproof Lighter. The ingenious design encases the flame in metal, allowing it to be drawn directly into the pipe without bending over the side. The result: perfectly lit tobacco, with no damage to the pipe.

A/
Matte White - £19.99
Matte Pink - £19.99
Matte Black - £19.99

B/
Spectrum - £28.99
Matte Black - £19.99
Matte Black with Red Boarder - £22.99

C/
Crackle Black - £19.99
High Polished Brass - £24.99
Street Chrome - £15.99

D/
Pipe Lighter - Matte Black - £22.99
High Polish Chrome with Pipe Motif - £28.99
Lucky Ace Lighter - High Polish Chrome - £25.99

E/
Slim Lighter Ventian - Brass - £37.99
Slim Lighter Ventian - Chrome - £34.99
Zipped Lighter - Black Ice - £28.99
C. Gars Ltd

LIGHTERS

PIERRE CARDIN

F/ Full Cap Flint Lighter - Black Lacquer
Featuring a flint ignition, full cap and soft flame.
£38.99

G/ Full Cap Flint Lighter
Chrome
£38.99

H/ Pipe Lighter
Black
£32.99

I/ Pipe Lighter
Chrome
£32.99

J/ Elegant Full Cap
Black
£28.99

K/ Elegant Full Cap
Chrome Tartan
£28.99

L/ Jet Lighter
Checked Pattern
£33.99

M/ Jet Lighter
Diamond Pattern
£33.99

N/ Pierre Cardin – Jet Lighter
Vertical Lines Pattern
£33.99

O/ Paris - Single Jet
Lighter
Black
£29.99

P/ Swarovski Crystal
Lighter
Black, Pink, Silver
£30.99

Q/ Flint Jet Lighter
Chrome, Black
Simple and sophisticated, this lighter is a stunning example of the design work of Pierre Cardin.
£44.99
A/ Folding Cigar Ashtray with Accessories - Rosewood or Carbon fibre look, Walnut Finish

Cherry Rosewood finish folding Cigar ashtray with accessories, including cigar cutter and cigar punch. Cigar arm rest and ashtray, which can be removed for easier cleaning from the base. 12 x 12 x 6cm. Size when open 12 x 24 x 3cm. £61.99

B/ Crystal cigar ashtray - Two cigars rest
Size 18cm x 10cm x 2cm. £54.99

C/ Large Crystal Cigar Ashtray - Four Cigars Rest
Crystal ashtray with four cigar rests, easily accommodates 54 ring gauge cigars and more. Dimensions: 15 cm x 14.5 cm x 3.5 cm
Ashtray weight 1.8kg. £69.99

D/ Crystal Cigar Ashtray - One Cigar Rest
Trapezium Crystal Glass 1 Position Cigar Ashtray. Easy to clean and great quality. Dimensions: 15cm length x 10 cm widest and 7 cm shortest width x 3cm height. £36.99
C.Gars Ltd

ASHTRAYS

E/XIKAR Ceramic Stair Step Cigar Ashtray
- Black Ceramic
- White Ceramic
The unique stair step notch design ensures that your freshly lit cigar doesn’t fall down into the ash prematurely.
Fits 5 cigars.
Dimensions: 22cm outer diameter, 12cm inner diameter.
£45.99

F/Xikar Essence Ashtray
Black
- 5 cigar rests
- Melamine (high impact plastic)
- Compartment for cutter and lighter
- Oversized ash bowl
- Melamine (high impact plastic) construction
Size: 9” x 9” x 2.3”
£45.99

G/Ceramic Cigar Ashtray
Available in: Red, Black, White
This state-of-the-art ashtray is manufactured by the famous German ceramic supplier Walküre based in Bayreuth.
Size: 19 x 13 x 3.5 cm
£45.99

H/Xikar Portable Car Ashtray Can
Fits into cup holders and consoles of most cars.
Stainless steel construction with flexible cigar holder. Perfect for holding ashes.
Screwable lid keeps the ashes and aromas contained until the next cigar.
£12.99
Havana Club Collection Ashtray

Ceramic ashtrays with Cuban spirit.

The Havana Club Collection has enchanted a large number of cigar aficionados with its range of elegant and practical designs, directly inspired by the Cuban art of good living.

The range of ashtrays features warm and zesty colours as well as variety of shapes.

Made in France.

A/El Socio Double Cigar Ashtray
Size: 24cm x 16 cm
£69.99

B/Egoista Single Cigar Ashtray
Size: 17cm x 11.5 cm
£53.99

C/El Chico Cigarillo Ashtray
Size: 13cm x 9cm
£37.99

D/El Solito Cigarillo Ashtray
Size: 10cm x 10 cm
£37.99
Our range of Cuban coffees are created entirely from the finest Arabica beans, cultivated and hand picked in the Sierra Maestra Mountains, shade grown, naturally sun dried and chemical free. Roasted and packaged in Havana, these excitingly different tastes of Cuba are now available for your pleasure. An exquisite coffee that has strong earthy tones, with a hint of smokiness and a caramel finish, it is the most popular brand of coffee in Cuba.

**Cubita Roasted Ground Cuban Coffee Available in:**
- 230 grams - £8.99
- 460 grams - £16.99

**Gourmet Ground - Limited Edition**
- 230 gram - £10.99

**Cubita Cuban Coffee Beans Available in:**
- 1 Kilo - £34.99
- 250 grams - £9.99

**Coffee Cups**
Enjoy an espresso of the finest Cuban Coffee from one of these rare Cubita espresso cups with matching saucers. Perfect as a gift for the Cuban lover or coffee enthusiast.

**Americano Size**
- Set of 6 Cups £45.99
  - or £8.49 each
  - Cup size: 6 fl oz/170 ml

**Espresso Size**
- Set of 6 Cups £35.99
  - or £6.49 each
  - Cup size: 4 fl oz/113 ml
A Selection of coffee beans and ground coffee
From Cuba, Peru, Colombia and Nicaragua,
Blended to compliment your cigar smoking experience.

Dictador Magno
Colombian Coffee - 250g .........................................................£10.95

Dictador XO
Colombian Coffee - 250g ............................................................£13.99

Fixx Coffee
- Roasted and Ground - 60g ..........................................................£3.99

Fixx Coffee - Great Taste Awards Gold Winner
- Roasted and Ground - 250g ..........................................................£8.99

Fixx Coffee - Great Taste Awards Gold Winner
- Roasted Beans - 250g .................................................................£8.99

Really Good Organic Peruvian Coffee
- Roasted and Ground - 250g ..........................................................£8.99

Santiago Cuban Blend
- Coffee Roasted and Ground - 500g .............................................£21.00

Visit www.cgars.com for more details.
A/Once Upon a Time in Cuba - History in Photos

New exciting and exclusive book just released and available to order now!
“Once Upon a Time in Cuba” - by Michael Mirecki and Mitchell Orchant is a 147 page compilation of our original photograph collection of Cuba. The book has a foreword by Simon Chase of Hunters and Frankau and includes chapters on

Famous people
The Cuban Revolution
Pre Revolution Bars, Music and Cabaret
Buena Vista Social Club
Tobacco (of course!) and Sport.

Only 1000 individually numbered hard back coffee table books will be made available.

Hardback size 9 1/2” X 9 1/2”.

Once upon a time in Cuba took me on a nostalgic journey to an imagined time in Cuba. While some friends have witnessed Cuba in some of its phases, I have not. These photos tell a vivid story about Cuba over a century.

Michael and Mitchell are ideal candidates for putting together a photo book about Cuba. Having spent years in Cuba while doing photography, Michael knows the country. Mitchell is one of the most selective collectors who visits Cuba throughout the year, which he has done for many years.

£29.99
SINGLE MALT WHISKY

HUGE RANGE OF SINGLE MALT WHISKY
AT SUPER COMPETITIVE PRICES IN STORE AND ONLINE

EXCLUSIVE TO C.GARS LTD

Stalla Dhu Islay Single Malt Whisky - 70cl 40% - £34.99
Stalla Dhu Speyside Single Malt Whisky - 70cl 40% - £34.99
The 1817 Private Reserve Cask Whisky - 70cl 40% - £49.99
The Orchant Selection Cigar Malt Highland whisky - 70cl 40% - £49.99

From £30 to £3,000 a bottle - whether it’s a gift or you are building a collection we have the right whisky for you and are always delighted to advise.

Stock changes daily.

WWW.CGARS.COM
Biggest and Best Range of Quality Tobacco and Cigars in the UK

Turmeaus Liverpool
Cigars, Tobacco and Whisky
The Albany, Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9PA
0151 236 3802
liverpool@cgarsltd.co.uk

Turmeaus Knutsford
Cigars and Whisky
10 Minshull Street, Knutsford
Cheshire WA16 6HG
01565 650280
Knutsford@cgarsltd.co.uk

Turmeaus Mayfair
Cigars and Whisky
1 White Horse Street, London W1J 7LB
0207 495 7330
mayfair@cgarsltd.co.uk

Turmeaus Chester
Pipes and Tobacco
34 Watergate Street, Chester CH1 2LA
01244 348 821
chester@cgarsltd.co.uk

Turmeaus Chester
Whisky and Cigars
28 Watergate Street, Chester CH1 2LA
01244 403 022
chester@cgarsltd.co.uk

Turmeaus Norfolk
Cigars and Tobacco
Hall Farm, Martham Road, Rollesby
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 5DR
01493 749 710
norfolk@cgarsltd.co.uk

La Casa Del Habano Chester
32 Watergate Street, Chester CH1 2LA
01244 348 821
sales@lcdhchester.co.uk

Visit our associates:
Robert Graham Ltd
- Whisky Cigar Merchant
London, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow

Member of the AICS - Association of Independent Cigar Specialists
Errors and Omissions Exempt
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